










































But Coding, who 
was 
first reassigned to 
assistant  
archivist  in early  April,
 was
 fired April 15 in 
what  he says 
was part of a plot
 to "get rid" of him. 
He had been at the 
library since 
July,  1981. 
According
 to a memo from 
SJSU  President 
Fullerton,  
Coding was
 fired because he did not 
show up for work five 
consecutive days, 
which  
results in an 
automatic
 
dismissal,  under 
tie  California 
Education  Code. 
Goding
 said, however,
 that he was 
not  absent without
 
leave, adding that 
he told Joji Emil, a 




 he would probably
 take 
sick leave 
April Band 9. 
Emil declined
 to comment, 





 Pastine that 
library staff 
members were 
not to speak on 
"personnel
 matters," and 
that any questions
 should be 
directed  toward 
her.
 
However, when questioned on 
circumstances 
regarding Goding, 
Pastine  said she "can't discuss con-
fidential personnel
 matters." 
Goding said  that the library has a "long history of 
dirty politics,"
 and that he was fired because he "did too 
good a job and 
made certain people look bad." 
Goding
 would not name the "certain people." 
"I did 
an excellent job and I 





 he said. 
During  the library moving 
of books and equipment 
from 
the Wahlquist Library to 
Clark Library, Gating 
was  
the principle reason for




 of the Clark Library,
 according 
to library workers. 
But following what
 Coding as.sumes was 
an
 "ad-
ministrative  review" of his 
performance, in early 
April,  
he was removed 
from his position as 
associate
 library 
director, which will 
not be refilled due to the
 governor's 
















 had not said whether
 Goding's performance 
was "good or bad." 
Academic  Vice President 
Hobert  Burns said that an 
administrator
 is not all.wed to see 
his  or her review, and 
that
 "an administrator may be fired 
without review." 
And Fullerton's letter 
states that he "serves at the 
pleasure of the president," which  Goding interpreted to 
mean that he may be fired without any reason given. 
"I have less rights than a dog," said Coding, who sent 
an appeal to the chancellor's office April 7 after his 
reassignment. 
But a second shock came to Goding April 15, when he 
received  a letter stating that he had been 
absent five 
consecutive days without leave 
and was fired as a result. 
The 
administration  said he was absent April 8, 9, 12, 13 
and 14. 
Goding said 
that the "administration screwed up." 
He contends 
that he not only notified a clerk that he 
would be absent, but he 
had reported to work on April 13. 
He said this negates the claim
 that he was absent five 
straight days. he said 
he was absent April 8,9, and 12. 
Goding said several library
 workers had seen him at 
work on the 13th, and that he had turned over some non-
essential keys to 
Plant Operations. 
But Coding stated that library staff may be hesitant to 
speak  on the situation. 
"I'm sure people are afraid to speak up. It ( firing I 
could happen to them, too." 
Plant Operations workers were not reached 
for 
comment at presstime. 
However six library members 
have taken action. 
They met with President Fullerton yesterday to express 
dissatisfaction with his termination. 
Meanwhile, Goding has issued 
an appeal to the state 
personnel board disputing the charges





The 35-year -old 
Goding,
 who is married,
 and has an 8-
year -old son, 
said his family has 
accumulated  interest 
from 
their savings. But he 
said  that will only "carry 
UN 
over for







 as associate 
library 






 he will have to seek 
employment  in 
another
 field or accept a lesser library position, due to 
the  
"hint"
 on re, ir 
He had 
worked as library director for four years in 
Saudi Arabia before coming
 to SJSU. His termination 
from the assistant 
archivist  position, following his 
demotion from his previous post as 
associate  director of 
the library, he said,













 who found these lost library wonders if he did his job, as associate library 
books last semester and organized the move 
director, too well. He was fired by the ad -













By Lenny Bonsall 
The A.S. board of directors, in 
its quest for a balanced budget, 
reduced $674,000 in financial 
requests last week down to a $506,667 

















some  by 
just

















get  ( recom-
mended for) the 
amount  that we did, 
but we could 
have used 
more,"  said 
business
 administrator
 Jean Lenart, 
head




 which received 
a $133,000 
recommendation















position  to the 
office.  





received  only 
$115,691 of 






















 the addition 
of a bookkeeper 
for a 10-month 
period.
 
"We'll just have to run
 the office 
as efficiently as 
possible  with the 

















Initiative,  the 
department
 was 























cut  the 
allocation
 
by 70 percent. 
The final allotment approved by 
the board
 of directors, as 
dictated by 
the RAFI,





Chairman  Robert 
Cowden, the 
department






































 take into 



















allotment  is 
duplicated  
for next 
year.  Cowden said, the 
Music 




have to reduce the 
number of our programs," he said. 
"We  can't even make a 






we can do until the 
IRA 
committee  makes its decision." 
CoWtlen said 
he has not been told 
when he can 
expect
 that decision. 
Another AFI group, the Radio-
TV News Center, was also cut from 
by Oct°, Volr,, 
its expected 
allocation.
 It was 
slashed from the 
initiative-proposed 
$12,000
 down to 
a $10,000 AS. 
recommendation. 
The board of 
directors was responsible
 for the 
reduction. 
continued on page 3 
Academic Senator Roy 
Young 








fellow political science in-
structor Roy Young. Their 
resolution  approved by the 
Senate, states that the athletic 
department not
 he granted 
state funds for it's budget The 
advisory resolution called the 










By Cindy Maro 
The athletic 
departments  will not receive 
any increase
 in state funds if President Gail 
Fullerton follows the
 advice of a resolution 




 said the funding
 given to 
athletics is 




urged that attempts be 
made to reduce this 
funding in the future. 
The men's 
and  women's 
athletic  depart-
ments  ahve an 
operating  budget
 of $1.6 million 
( not including 
salaries!, a 
report
 from the 
academic
 vice 






















remaining  21.5 
percent, or 
$344,701, 


































budget I not 
including 




















school  of 
business, 
3.6  percent; 
school  of 
education,  4.4 
percent; 
school  of 
sciences,
 5.8 percent;
 and the 
school of 
humanities 




not  include 
salaries. 
The  resolution 
was
 supported by the
 Athletic' 
Board and the 
















the  athletic 
board  agreed 
that
 there should
 be no 
























Post  said. 
However,  the 
resolution








The Senate voted to 
remove
 the "whereas" 
sections 
of the 









 stringency" facing state 
institutions and 
the need to "recognize
 ap-
propriate 










 is not created to cause any 
revolutions in 
athletics," Norton said, agreeing
 
that 
the  "whereas" sections should be 
deleted.
 
However, Robert Wrede, mathematics
 and 
computer science professor, said the 
resolution  
would
 be "very vague and indefinite" without 
the 
"whereas" sections. 
"It seems to me the 
whereases
 give some 
information as to why 
this should be done," 
Wrede said. 
Although the
 Senate voted to remove these 
sections, it defeated a motion by Dan Buerger, 
English 
professor,  to remove another section. 
Buerger wanted the Senate to remove the 
section that termed funding
 for athletics as 
"disproportionate  and excessive." 
"The language here is inflammatory,"
 he 
said. "What bothers me the most of 
all is there is 
no documentation
 to that fact. Nobody has gone
 
through the budget and pointed out where it's 
disproportionate."
 
Young said the ratio of clerical 
workers  to 
faculty 































































































































Ken Blase, faculty 
adviser  for the news 
center, 
said 




Blase  called 
the board's 
decision  to cut
 the 





under  the 
impression
 that the 
student's  will 
( through the 
RAFI ) was 




students  voted on 
that proposal 
















 to Blase, 








 got nothing from 
IRA)
 the past two 
years,"  
Blase 
said.  "We hope to get 
some from them this 
year 
but there's
 not reason to 
believe we 
will."  
The  Spartan Daily was 
another
 
All group whose 
initial allotment
 was reduced by 




AFT was to 
provide
 the Daily with a 
$24,000  
allocation for 
next  year, the board 
cut the amount back 
to 




( the cut) 
is


































The  SJSU Child 
C3re




children  of mothers 
attending this 
school, 
also  will be 
forced
 to work with 
a reduced 
budget next 





which  requested 
$30,000
 from A.S. for 
198243, 
was recommended
 for only 
$20,000
  more 
than
 $6,000 less than the




 juggle some 





 Center Director 
Melba Lyons. 
Lyons said the
 first priority will go to students
 with 
children already being
 served by the center. After that, 
top priority will go 
to
 children from low income 
families.  
"The bottom
 line will be how many students we 
can serve efficiently,"
 Lyons said. 
Two other groups 
whose  requested 82-83 budget 
the
 
board of directors 
reduced, the Gay 
Lesbian
 Student 
Union and African 
Awareness Month Planning 
Committee, could not 
be reached for comment. 
The A.S. board's 
recommendations  concerning the 
budget are not final. SJSU 
President  Gail Fullerton has 
the 
final  word on what groups receive 
which amount. If 
Fullerton does not 
agree with the board's recom-
mendations, she can send the 
package back to the A.S. 
for any final 
changes













































The  boat 
dance  was 
scheduled  
for the 

























































owned  by 
the
 Red 
and  White 






































suffering  in 
the world?























































































"Synthesis  of Analogs
 of 
Mevalonic
 Acid" at 
1:30  
p.m. tomorrow in 
Duncan 
Hall,

















































































































































 "We never would 
have been 
able  to sell 2.50 tickets 
in four days." 
Toomey cited a 
number
 of reasons the event
 failed. 
"Our 
advertising  was a 
little
 slow," she said.
 "If we 
have 
it next year, I think it 
will be pretty successful.
 We're 
going to have to plan 
ahead  a little more next 
time."
 
Toomey  also said there 
was a lack of student
 interest. 
"There seemed
 to be interest 
before, but we 
lost it 
along the way 
somewhere,"  she said. 
"It's 
the first time we've 
( the council) tried to 
put on 
an event this 
big,"  Toomey said.






 still has 
$900
 in its budget
 and plans to 
make 
back







to keep the 
band
 that we booked






 band, called 
"The Difference,"
 will cost 
the 
council
 $200. The 
date  and 
exact
 location for 
the campus 
dance
 has not been 
determined  yet, 



























































































By Steve F'ukuda 
About 17 students interested in establishing a dorm 
with an emphasis on quiet next semester attended a 
meeting in Markham Hall
 Monday night to discuss the 
issue.
 
The students proposed to set aside a dorm for 
residents wishing to live in a quiet environment. They 
wanted a "seven -days -a -week, 24 -hours -a
-day




Dorm residents Suzie Stone and Jerry Ross circulated 
a petition to see how many students would be interested in 
a quiet dorm. About 60 names were on the petition. 
"A lot of students signed for different reasons," said 
Walter Keenan, residence hall programs director. 
"Enough students signed for us to schedule a meeting to 
see how 
many were interested." 
It's the first time students put a concentrated effort 
into establishing a quiet dorm," he added. 
During the meeting.  Ross said he would like to see 
"quiet residents" housed in the same area to get a start on 
establishing a 
quiet  dorm. 
"It all revolves around the hub of having enough quiet 
to study and sleep," he said. "The noisy atmosphere here 
in the dorms would not be permissible in an off -campus 
apartment."  
"I view this community as being taken care of by peer 
pressure," Stone 




to be quiet and conscientious and if someone is noisy,
 they
 
can be told to keep it down and not feel embarrassed about 
it." 
Students voiced complaints 
about loud music and 
parties on weeknights.
 
"The existing rules are fine, bui they're never en-
forced," said Patrice Lund of West Hall. 
From Sunday through Thrusday nights, the 
dorm 
should
 be "relatively 
quiet  with no large parties and loud 
music," Keenan said about the existing rules. 
"It's the job of the staff ( residence advisers and hall 
directors) to make sure things are 
relatively quiet," hi. 
said. 
"On Friday and Saturday nights, the noise 
should  be 
quieted down after 1 a.m.," he added. 
"But  what is noisy 
to one person may not be noisy to someone 
else." 
"There has to be more than 56 students interested in 
order for us to reserve a floor 
for  quiet students," Keenan 
said before the meeting. "But I can
 see by looking at the 

















































































































































































Advisory  will 
present a 










 in the S.U. 
Guadalupe
 Room. 
   
Black Students of 
Engineering will have a 
general  meeting 
at 6 
tonight in the 
Engineering  
Building, room
 148. Call 
Thomas 
Arzu
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Togas  and get
 in 2 











































West  Hall 
houses  57 






























































 I also 
found that 















who  signed 
the 
petition
 said they 
weren't 
coming  back 
because 












 quiet is 
quiet?"  
None of the students at the meeting voiced their 
opinions on specific rules pertaining to how quiet they 













































































An Apple Computer. 
With its total versatility, built-in color 




real edge in 
school.
 And for the rest of 
their 
lives. 
An Apple is so 
simple  to learn that 
we can show you the 
basics in almost no 
time. So come in today 




you how much 
smarter you'll 
feel































































of the library staff met
 with SJSU 
President  Gail Fullerton 
yesterday to question 
the firing 
of a 





 her over 
David's
 




reassignment  and 
subsequent  
termination
 due to 







 said they 
represented  80 to 90 
percent
 of the library
 staff, most of 
whom, she said, 
are 
"indignant"
 and appalled at the Coding
 termination. 
"Fullerton 
gave  us an audience, 
really did listen," 
said Lloyd




 in the group said
 Fullerton gave "no 
response"
 other than to instruct 









 of the 
library to 
assistant  archivist 
after a review by 
Maureen 
Pastine,
 library director. 
He then 
was  fired for 
being  "absent 
without  
leave . . 





memo  Fullerton sent to the 
library
 staff on Monday. 
But staff at the 
library  say Coding did 
show up to 
work one.nf the five days
 the administration said he 
was  
out 
and  that he called in sick the 
first two days. 
"Fullerton said 
reporting  for work 
is
 different than 
being
 there," said Randy 




 of the group of staff
 members who talked
 to 
Fullerton.  
"Coding didn't have to check
 in," he said. 
"My supervisor is 
on the fifth floor and on 
many
 days 
I don't check in at 
all,"  Thorne added. 
The group 
members said they were there
 to express 
the staff's
 concerns. According 
to Thorne, those concerns
 
are as follows: 
 "We felt 
the decision to 
remove  him was 
wrong 
because he.had 
done a good job. 
 "We felt 
the way it (Coding's 
reassignment and 
termination) was handled was 
appalling   disgusting  
in that he 
was not informed 
in the areas he 
was not 
performing
 to the standard expected."
 
The five
 staff members said 
no one was informed of 
those standards. 
"He (Goding) 
was not informed in 
person of the 
decision,"  Thorne said,
 adding that a letter
 from 
Fullerton 
was  sent to his 
home







 cold and 
inhumane  way to 
carry out a personnel 
activity,"  Thorne said. 
"They 
did say they judged




 said, but added 





 are "further reaching
 administrative problems
 
in the library that have 
caused poor morale," 
Thorne 
said. 
All five staff members
 agreed that Pastine 









center of the 
controversy.  
"We have asked for 
an






 Anderson said. 
The five asked 
Fullerton
 the same things they 
asked 
Hobert  Burns, academic 
vice  president, at an 
earlier  
meeting, 
Anderson  said) see 
related  stories). 
In a memo the librarians
 had written for the Burns
 
meeting
 they said they wanted the
 "decision on David to 
be 
reconsidered."  Burns' answer,




 also asked for 
tt i..(' l'astine at 
that time. 
But Anderson said




Burns said  
administrative  




Anderson  said. 
The staff 
members  said they haven't discussed 
what 
their next move 
will be but added that they 
felt  their 
administrative process was
 used up. 
"We did feel it was 
































 on the 
day he 






















Crowther said the staff's
 next move is up in the air. 
"We need 
to give her 
(Fullerton





he said, adding that
 the 
staff did not 
want  
to 
provoke the administration. 
She
 listened in good fa 
ith," he said. 
Whiling
 away
 the day by 
wind-blown water 
Enough 
is enough( The long
 weeks of spring 
showers and 










By Steve Fukuda 
Morale in the library
 is now the lowest it has ever 
been." 
This statement was 
part
 of a memo presented a week 
ago to Hobert Burns, 
academic  vice president, by six 
library employees. 
The employees said the memo reflects
 the feelings 
of "90 percent of the staff" over the firing of David 
Goding, associate library director. 
Coding was fired due to "absence without leave," 
according
 to SJSU administrators. 
"People feel frustration, dissatisfaction and 
anger," the memo stated. "This is particularly true 
among the staff in Wahlquist Library. 
"They feel a distinct isolation
 from the rest of the 
library and library administration. David )Goding) was 
accessible,
 concerned about their relation with the rest of 
the library, and functioned as a liaison for them." 
Randy Anderson,
 library assistant, said, "Morale is 
at ground zero." 
"It stems from the top down," he said, adding that 
people are very distrustful of Maureen Pastine, library 
director, and "have been since their dealings with her 
when
 she first came." 
He
 said the staff feels 
she  doesn't 
communicate
 well, 




Goding was, in a large part, 
respon-
sible for moving 
library material from 
the Wahlquist 
Library to the
 Clark Library before
 it opened. 
"The move 
consumed almost 
all  of his time  a 
lion's share of 
his time, he said. 
The memo stated 
that  "The planning 
and
 supervision 
of the library move 
was one of the most 
successful 
projects undertaken by the 
library staff." 
"Morale during
 this period of hard
 work and trying 
circumstances  reached a 





 the staff was that 
Maureen
 I Pastine) did 
not  participate and 
did  not seem 
involved or interested in 
what we were  doing." 
Anderson
 said Goding finished
 the move under 
budget  
and in less time 
than directed to. 
"If the 
morale  is low, it 
could
 affect the quality
 of 
service 
(in the library)," Burns




 ( in the past) 
when
 I fired a library 
director 
Stuart
 Baillie I." 
"I 
am convinced the 
library  staff is a 
professional  
group,"
 he said, adding 
that
 they will resume 
their ser-






Corporation,  we refine and market
 
petroleum products, own important oil
 shale 
reserves, and are 
developing  new 
technologies to refine clean fuels
 from oil 
shale. coal and 
other  solid materials. 
Our 
Refinery  Division is the second 
largest independent refiner of 
gasoline  
in the United States. 
Tosco























 and want to link 
your future to anew age of 
Innovation and 
success, 
contact your college 
placement  office today for 
more details. 
We 
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 isn't bootleg booze,
 but Beermakers of 
America,  the place where
 many home brewers 
get their supplies, 
looks like a home-run 
operation. 
The 
orange  storefront is masked 
with a large banner 
announcing
 the store's name in bold,
 black letters. More 
than 100 
whiskey  barrels adorn the 
parking  lot, subtly 
' 
advertising the 
store's  type of business. 
Inside, the dimly
 lit store has the 
atmosphere  of a 
wine cellar. Wooden 
shelves line both sides
 of the store 
and 
frame  the wall to wall 




 ceiling is plastered




 places like 
Sicily,
 France and 
Mexico  
in a 
crazy,  quilt -like fashion. 
The owner of Beermakers of America, Don 
Fisk,  is a 
middle -age 'man with wavy sand -colored hair 
and
 a 
goatee. Dressed in a plaid 
shirt and a country style jacket 
made of leather patches, he 
hardly looks like a man who, 
three years earlier, had give 
up
 the real estate business to 
become the owner of Beermakers
 of America. 
"Once you start a business 
like this, you get nailed 
into it," he said, explaining
 his store started as a hobby. 
But the hobby of making
 beer is a hobby others enjoy 
also, according to Fisk, who 
added beermaking is quite 
easy. 
"There is nothing really to 
it,"
 Fisk said. "It is a 
simple procedure that anyone can 
do
 in their kitchen. And 
it takes about two hours." 
Don Fisk, 






 how grapes are
 crushed in 
small  vats for homemade 
wine. Fisk, whose 
store specializes




beer,  also sells products for 
homemade wine Items available at the 
store 
include  directions on how to make wine and 
Fisk sells ingredients in his store that will produce 
over 300 different beers. But the beermaking kits which 
contain all the necessary ingredients are more popular, 
according to Fisk. 
Kits sold, such as Duane's Malt or DCL Blue
 Ribbon, 
come from as close as Oregon to as far away as England 
and Scotland, Fisk said. 
And, although beer drinking has been around a long 
time, Fisk said 
home beermaking has only been legal 
since February 1979. There is also a limit of 200 gallons 
per individual, per year and a stipulation that the beer 
made does 
not  leave the premises. And from Fisk's point 
of view the tasty beer would probably never make it out 
the door. 
"There is no such thing as comparing beer that you 
make with beer that you
 buy," Fisk said. 
He said preservatives, found in most beers, stops the 
developing process of the beer. He added that before long, 
beer with preservatives becomes dead -tasting
 and flat. 
"Beer that you buy in the store is dead," he said. "Or 
at least it is going down. 
Whereas beer that you make is 
going up (in quality) for six 
months, like a good bottle of 
wine." 
"The 
handwriting is on the wall. George Killian's and 
Henry Weinhart beers prove it," Fisk said. "People are 
interested in a better beer and so companies are testing 
the market to see what will sell." 
Fisk admits beermaking is a strange kind of hobby. 
"People have to come to it, it won't come to them," he 
said,  
beer at home, basic ingredients 
needed,  and 
other paraphenalia, 
as Fisk shows above 
SJSU
 
student Nate Dalton, who works at Beermakers 
of America, 
shows some of the
 kinds of 
beer
 
that Fisk makes and sells at the store
 Below  










































































level  is 
not































It's  also 
the
 theme 











people,  will 
get  smart. 
"I 




not  really 
caring
 what 
happens  in 
the world," 
Liddy 
says,  "into 
recognizing  
that  they're
 in the 
world  and 
that
 if they 
don't 
see
 it as it 
really  is 
and  take 
positions  
based  on 
illusions,  
they're 
going to get 
themselves





as we're all 
Americans 
and  we're all 
in this 
together  in a 
rather  
dangerous






 Perhaps I 
can  turn a 
few
 minds 
around  that 
are
 not totally 







put,  in G. 
Gordon  Liddy's 
mind, one 
gets 
smart  by 
thinking
 like G. 

















 "Will," in an 
effort to get 
an
 insight on 
this
 















 He is a very 
intelligent 





thinks  because 
he speaks 










proclaim  that 
he would 









such an act. 








 he was 
on the 












 and John 
Dean  for the 




Not too many men will 
utter such statements as 
"Stupid people take drugs; 
intelligent people don't," in 
front of an 
overwhelmingly  drug -oriented 
audience.
 But 
Liddy said  those very 
words in his debate 
with  Timothy 
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It is ironic that one of the
 perpetrators of the most 
scandalous  cover-up of the '70s is so 
starkly candid. 
"When you ask 
me a question.  I give
 you an 
unequivocally 
straight  answer," Liddy 
says.  "When most 
people address the subjects




classes,  they get the Holiday Inn version 
of reality. 
There's 




disdain for the people who 
run  this country's 
penal  system is a perfect example of 
his  brutal honesty. 
He spent 
52
 months in prison for his part in 
Watergate, 
longer than any of 
his co-conspirators, and became so 
dissatisfied with the prispn's
 administration that he 
spearheaded  an inssurection of sorts. He even 
wiretapped  
the 
warden's  office. 
He emerged 
from
 the experience with 
nothing but 
contempt for prison personnel. 
"The typical 
guard,"  Liddy says, 
"is an individual 
who probably 
wanted  to be a police 
officer in the first 
place, 
but  was unable to 
pass the test or 
if he passed  the 
test 
and  got into the 
academy,
 he flunked out. 
"He  then probably 
tried
 to become a fireman,
 but he 
couldn't
 do that either. 
His father wouldn't
 let him go 
home and work 
on the farm because





 this individual, almost
 universally with a 
brain  the size of a 
walnut,
 becomes a prison 
guard.
 The 
idea that such 
stupid room -temperature
 IQ types can in 
anyway
 modify the 
behavior  of a tough, 
streetwise,  
psychologically  strong 
person  is ridiculous. 
"The 
prisoners
 run every single 
prison in this coun-
try. I've never 
been  in one where I 
couldn't
 get anything I 
wanted. All you 
have to do is be able to 
pay for it." 
Obviously,  
Liddy  doesn't 
mince words.






 while he 
was  
president 








 as a "poor, 
wret-
ched,





 But they 






will  not hedge on 
any of his opinions.
 No matter 
how  hard he is 
pushed,  he will 
not  back down. 
His square, 









black  and white 












Liddy in the 
television 
adaption  of 
"Will,"  Liddy 


















anyone  to 
knock  it off. 
Even 








He has no 
regrets at 
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 about the 
break-in.
 Liddy visited
 the Bay Area 
to
 debate with 
former  LSD guru 
Timothy
 Leary at Berkeley
 last week. 
actual
 break-in. He admits to only one error in the clan-
destine 
operation. 
"I associated myself in an endeavor with 
John Dean 
and Jeb Magruder, clearly a 
mistake,"
 Liddy says. 
At  one time, Liddy was a 
mysterious  figure who 
lurked in the shadowy world of the covert agent. Now, 
he
 
is very much in the
 public limelight. 
He now heads a private security
 firm called Gem-
stone, which, uncoincidentally, was the 
name Liddy gave 
the plan which ultimately led 
to
 Watergate. The firm's 
services include, "counter-terrorism and the counter of 
industrial espionage." 
Liddy is also the host of a soon -to-be nationally syn-
dicated talk show called "Cause and Effec," And, of 
course, he lectures regularly on the college circuit, where 
he has become quite a popular attraction. 
In his visits to the 
campuses,
 Liddy has noticed a 
perceptible
 change in the college populace today com-
pared to the youth in the '60s, whom he considered to be 
the enemy in an "undeclared civil war." 
"I
 see the young people of the 1980s as very, ver! 
different from those
 in the 1960s," he says. "I would sa! 




 which goes  along with goa 
orientation.  
"I would say that they are far 
more realistic, better 
educated if for no other reason 
that there is an at-
mosphere
 which makes learning important in the  
classrooms. In the 1960s, most 
classrooms  were in a 
constant state of riot. I would say that they're far more 
mature today. I don't know that 
I would say they are 
necessarily conservative, but that 
they're
 normal." 
Although you'll never 
see  him waving a flag, Liddy is 
patriotic almost to the 
point  of blindness. He has held his 
hand over 
the  flame of fire until it was Charred to prove 
his unwavering 
dedication  to his country. He has gone to 
jail for what he believed
 to be the good of his country. 





 spare it from harm, he believes, like the
 current 
administration, that its m 













































-Plus  parts if needed 
Spartan 
Mobil  








great  location for over 
12 years  
ALL WORK 
GUARANTEED 
He wholly believes in the ancient Latin axiom,
 "If you 
want peace, you must be prepared for war." 
Hence, he believes the only way a nuclear holocaust 
can be circumvented is by increasing America's 
production of nuclear weapons. 
"The stronger we get, the less imminent it ( nuclear 
war) becomes," Liddy asserts. "The weaker we get, the 
more imminent it becomes. When you're very,
 very 
strong, nobody 




"The whole point is not to have a war. If you avoid 
war, no weapons are used. And you
 avoid war by being so 
strong that nobody wants to tangle with 
you."  
He also thinks the country 
should  begin an actual 
draft  and not be satisfied with just draft registration. 
"You've  got to decide whether we're going 
to
 have a 
draft or whether 
we're not going to have a draft,"
 Liddy 
says. "If you're not
 going to have a draft, then you don't 
need all this registration.
 If you're going to have a draft,
 
you need it. 
"I 
would recommend conscription,
 but I would 
recommend 
that the conscription be 
in the form of 
universial
 military service. There
 is a  long history of 
unfairness in this country 
in our conscription laws. 
"To me, the
 way that is best for the
 country, first of 
all, as well as 
being the fairest, is 
the Israeli/Swiss 
method. 
Everybody  goes in the 
service  and stays in the 
reserves
 until they're 50 years
 old." 
Liddy is 51 
now.
 Nearly a 
decade
 after he 
broke  into 
the 
Watergate
 Hotel and 
threw this country 
into a 
tumultuous  upheaval, he can
 rest easy now. 
He is the 
author of a 
best-selling  
autobiography,  for 
which he 





 a "helluva 
good lecturer,"
 in his own 
words. 
He
 has become a 











 law, he is 
making  far more 
money than 
he 
ever did for 
enforcing  the law. 
Without a 
doubt,  G. 
Gordon
 Liddy 










Varian Associates is a 
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can choose our Palo 
Alfa Microwave
 Tube 




producer  of microwave
 
tubes 
Varian's oldest  
and  largest 
division.  
Microwave Tub*, 
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Make  an 
appointment
 
today with your Career
 
Planning  and  
Placement




ciates, 61I -DH Hansen
 Way, Palo Alto, 
California
 



































































































the more neutral 
walls. They 
seem to glow, 
contracting  
















staircases, trying not 
to
 look at 
the 
mind -boggling stripes. 
But with










 try to cope 




on the stairs 
because of the
 illusion ( 
that)  
the 
stair  is there and 
it's





there's  been a 
problem  with the 
car-
pet," said Jim
 Rowen, director 
of Cal state affairs,
 
referring to an unsuccessful 
attempt
 four years
 ago to get 
the striped carpet 




"Once your eyes get
 used to it, it's OK, but
 at times it 
gives you headaches,"
 he said. "I think the whole 
thing  
should be replaced." 
The union's unusual carpeting has
 been a subject for 
discussion since the carpet 
was first installed 12 years 
ago. It 
was  chosen by an interior designer who 
wanted
 
something  to offset the union's mostly 
neutral
 brick, wood 
and concrete interior. 
Ron Barrett, S.U. director, said the 
facility  needed 
something that would 
"stand
 out and hit you." 
They got what they
 wanted. 
"It's so bright, it grabs 
your
 attention," said Eric 
Bohl, psychology graudate student. "I like it. It's unusual 
and unique." 
& "I like it because it adds color to the union," said 
Andy
 Arias, A.S. vice president. "It's very much alive 
in 
here. It's not a blah place." 
Other students agree the carpet 
certainly  "stands out 
and hits them," but they don't like being clobbered. 
"I think it's ugly," said Laurie Lang, a business 
sophomore. "It kind of makes you dizzy when 
you  walk up 
the stairs. They should have just made it one 
color."  
"The carpet's ugly," said John Kalpin, a 
junior  
majoring
 in aeronautics. "I don't like it. You look
 at it too 
long 
and you forget where you're going." 
SturiP,oc find that the stripes 
running lengthwise on 
the 
steps  create an illusion that a 
step
 is there when it's 
not, causing them to trip. 
And when students get 
to
 the bottom of the staircase,
 
they can't
 tell they are on the bottom 
because the stripes 
blend together, 
prompting students on the
 last step to try 
to 
take
 another step. 
Barrett







 steps so 
they are 
running  the 
width of 








 way the 




was  an issue 















 to run 
in










 have not 
lost 
hope  that 











affairs,  "I 
hope they
 get rid 
of it 












you  can't 








stripes  the 
other way
































keep the carpet. 








said.  "I'm not 
denying 
that
 it does 







carpet  four 
years  ago, 
still
 
feels it is a 
"bad choice"
 and an 
"arrogant 
move"  by 
the  
board to 
retain  it. 
Wilfred Illtis,
 SJSU associate professor
 of biology, 
said,  "I think it's an 
unfortunate pattern.
 A lot of people 
are bothered by it." 
"To
 my own eyes, it's 
just a pattern that's 
not 
pleasing,"
 he said, but added that 
his wife, for example, 
won't go into the 
union because the 
pattern
 is physically 
disturbing to her. 
"Some people
 are physically bothered
 by the pat-
tern," he said. 
"I 
love
 it, it adds warmth 
to the building," said 
Barrett. But he 
admitted, "some people
 do have eye 
problems 
that cause them 
to





carpet  is ugly or colorful, 
loved or hated, 
it is fairly certain 
that it will remain in 
the union. 
At least one 
thing  is not debatable. 
"Most people remember 
the union because of the 
carpet," 























Chris  Borden 
The summer field 
geology  course, a 








 freeze imposed 
by Gov. Edmund 
G.
 Brown Jr. March 
12. 
The course is taught 
at Darwin, a 
town in 
remote  eastern 
California.  
Students
 do geologic 
mapping  and other 
field work 








he can't hire 
a 
field assistant
 or a cook for 
the six -week 
course  and 
two  vehicles 
for tran-











said.  Not 
being able
 to hire the







 for the 

























with  four 
field 
vehicles,  a 
teacher,  two field 
assistants and






 in good 
shape,"  he said.
 "If we only 
have  two, 
students win 




The other two used for the 
program
 
aren't in good 
enough
 shape to leave 
San Jose,
 Stevens said, 
explaining that 
the 




abuse"  on the 
gravel 
roads in the area. 
Having one








 might not 
get  
the
 help they need in 
their field work. 
In the field, one 
field assistant is 
assigned 
to each group 
of
 nine students, 
Stevens 
said. 
Stevens said he isn't looking 
for-





 to be offered." 
He said he will meet with 
Lester H. 
Lange, dean of the School of Science, 
and Hobert Burns, academic vice 
president, to try and resolve 
the 
problem of the cars, the cook 


















































this  isn't an optical illusion. It's 
the 
By Lee Sherman 
Skydancer returns to 
the  Spartan Pub 
tonight with an imaginative brand of rhythm 
and blues. 
The 
band  consists of SJSU human 
per-
formance major Donny Andrews on bass, 
Marc Spilka on "heavy" harmonica and flute, 
Peter  Burshard on drums and vocals, Millet 
Patch, playing keyboards, and Steve "The 
Dick" Dickerson 
blowing  sax. 
Since  they last played in the Pub, 
Skydancer has been working on a science 
fiction concept
 that will one day be integrated 
with its music. 
"We've started writing
 out a synopsis and 
we've got a backing flat now," Andrews said.
 
Andrews described the backgound as 






carpet  in the 
Student  Union,
 
couple ot cows 
jumping  over a moon and 
astronaut
 John Glenn with 
Skydancer logos 
on his helmet. 
The backdrop
 can be seen 
in the Pub 
tonight. Pub 
patrons  will also have
 a chance 
to hear Skydancer










trying  to get ethnic 
and expand 
our range." 
According  to Andrews, 
Spilka has been 
away
 in New York for a month
 and a half and 
this gig 
marks  his return 
to the fold. The
 
group has 
been gigging as a 
three-piece group 
but the 
entire  five-piece 
ensemble
 will be 
jamming 
tonight. 
Another change for the 





 for its logo. The
 old logo featured
 the 
Indian god Shiva 




enough, is the 
symbol  of 
change.
 Andrews feels it is 
time  for one. 
"Our other 
logo
 was getting misin-
terpreted," he 
said.  "The new one takes 
everyone 
in












 Skydancer is 
well liked 
in the 





"We have a 
good  time in the 
Pub," An-
drews said. "It's
 a real kickback
 place and we 
can experiment." 
Skydancer plays from
 8 to 11 tonight. 
Banquet honors SJSU engineers
 
By
 Cary Wyant-Schairer 
Three alumni and one 
professor were honored at 




evening at the 
Marriott  
Hotel in Santa Clara. 
Receiving the 
Engineering award of 
distinction were Richard 






 who have 
made 
significant 
contributions  to 
the 
engineering 
profession,"  said 
Jay 
Pinson, dean of 
















Pinson said it was 
important







because the School of 
Engineering has to 
"depend on the community 
to survive." 
The achievements of 


























































































We cater to all university functions. 
Decorating/establish  contacts for rental halls  




























































































































































 a course 
record  six
-under














 the West 
Coast 
Championships  
Monday  at 
The
 Villages 










































71 in the 
first round,












yet in a 
college  
tournament
























"That was a 
career  low for us 
at
 The Villages since
 
I've 
had the team - 
five years," said 
SJSU coach 
Mark  
Gale.  "I'm elated 




 to do ( win the 


















































Stanford, which got off to a rough start
 in the first 
round with a 313, played the way Gale said it was capable 
of playing in the second round, shooting an almost -as-
blistering 294. 
Gale 
said he was especially
 pleased with SJSU's
 
 
 ' tpolttX 
Spartan























































Gale said some golfers had a difficult time on the 
ninth and 18th holes, which have creeks in front of the 
greens. He said the two hazards made the approach shots 
to the greens very difficult. 
"We had 
several 
who  went 
in




Ann Walsh was 






sank her approach shot in the creek 
to
 ruin her bid for 
a possible even -par round. 
Gale said there were about 
300 persons in the gallery 
and countless 
electric  golf carts roaming 






Nesbitt practices a pass
 pattern
 during a recent
 only 
about  two weeks ago,




practice  The Spartans, who 
began their







BOSTON AP - He 
has the speed for 10,000 
meters 





 knows he 
can prepare 







Monday in 2 
hours, 




 in history. Nine 
days 
earlier,  he was second 
in a 10,000 -meter




was the fifth 
swiftest 
ever at that 
distance. 




Angeles,  the 
races are 
expected to 
be run four 
days




distance  king is 
eyeing 
both. No Boston 
Marathon winner has 
ever  
won the 26-mile, 
385-yard 
race in the Olympics. 
"I'll  see 
about  running 
both," he 
said.  "It depends 
on what my 
chances  are." 
His  chances 
were 
excellent
 Monday in 




Marathon  fields in 
recent 
years.















'shows me that I can run a 







training.  I 
thought






 but it didn't. 
"It
 tells me I can run 
these two 








 under sunny 
skies with
 temperatures in 
the 605 and 
low humidity, 
Salazar 
























within  43 






was  sure! was 
going 




was going up gradually.
 It 
was just




 it had hap-




victorious  in 
the other two 
marathons
 he 
has run, was a 
bit closer  to 
his world 
record  of 2:08.13, 



















































































much of the 
race,  gave 
Salazar
 a battle. The two-
second
 margin equalled the 
previous closest
 marathon 
in 1978 when Bill Rodgers 
beat Jeff Wells. 
With about six or seven 
miles to 
go, Salazar and 
Beardsley left the pack 
behind. With 
about a half -
mile left, Salazar made his 
move.  
He opened a gap of 
about 15 yards and beat 
back a late charge that 
brought
 Beardsley to 
within a couple
 of strides. 
Beardsley said he tried 









 sprinting ability. 
"I just fell short by a 
couple  of steps, I guess," 
said the 26 -year -old 
Beardsley, who ran the 
fifth quickest 
marathon 
and his fastest. "I knew we 




 think those 
times
 were possible 
on
 a 




"I finished second in a 
lot  of races and
 this time 
thought it might happen 
again. But! just
 had to gut 
it out," said 
Salazar,  who 
came to Wayland, Mass., 
from his 
native  Cuba when 
he 
was two years old and 
now lives in Eugene. 
"thanks
 to Dick 
Beardsley for pulling me to 
such a fast time because! 
could never 
have run that 
fast 
if!
 had been leading." 
It was only Salazar's 
third marathon and his 




Eugene finished fourth 
here last year and moved 
up one place Monday
 with a 
time of 2:12.01. Fourth 
place when to Bill Rodgers, 
a four -time Boston winner, 
in 2:12.38. 
"It was my fastest 
marathon of the year," 

























































































For more information Call or 
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 be lucky 
to 
draw 15 to 20 people.









Invitational  or 
the Lady  
Spartan  In- 
la 
vitational




 Gale said. "Especially.
 
when they (gallery) 
were rooting for San Jose








really  gave 
SJSU




























 110.000 AND 
UP

























team has a 
disappointing 
overall 
record of 12-28, but
 3-3 in 
the








Robinson, as he has done 
most 
of this season, still 




Robinson is batting a team 
high .371. The next highest 
average is catcher Steve 
Friend with a .325 average. 
However,
 Friend hasn't 
played since March and is 
out for the 





batting  .321, 
while third 
baseman  Rick 
Dominguez





Robinson  also leads 
the 
Spartans


























































































have  two. 
Friend 






















team in stolen bases with 11 
and is followed
 by Trapani, 
who has eight. 
Though 
the offensive 
statistics may sound im-
pressive,
 the pitching stats 





ERA currently stands at a 
very high 6.11. The lowest 
ERA is by relief 
pitcher 
Clay
 Mills, and his is 4.50. 




 the starters, John 
II 
McLarnan has the lowest 
ERA at 5.14,
 yet his win 















 For A Better Job? 
Need To Pass The T.O.E.F.L. Exam? 


















WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET
 INTIrlw 
SHAPE  THIS 
SUMMER.  
If you have at least 
two years of college
 left, 
you can spend six weeks at 
our Army ROTC Basic 
Camp this summer and earn 
approximately  $600. 
And if you qualify,
 you 
can enter the RiOt 2 -
Year Program this 
fall  and 
receive up to 
$1,000  a year. 
But the
 big payoff 
happens
 on graduation day 
That's 


















































































































Mike  Jones 
By looking 




 one would not 
guess 
he is one
















































 the 19130 
Fighter














Cobra"  and 







































Los  Angeles. 
Though  he 
usually 
prefers
 to be 
referred







Hagler fight he 
wants to be 
"The Hit 
Man"  because 
"that's what 






 be held in 






































HEATHER B. NEVILLE, owner 
Come and WV our 
bargains,
 
lust two blor ks from c amitt, 
ea S. 
SleeNo  ST. 
SAN Jost 





"It  gives me 
the extra edge 
to take 
complete 
control  of the 
fight."  
Hearns 
and  Hagler 
are 
both guaranteed a 
figure of 
abolit  6 million
 for the 
fight. 




 for the 
welterweight 
cham-
pionship back on Sept.












money  is not the 
only reason Hearns 




said. "My goal is to 
win  
four titles, then 













will be a great
 challenge 
for him,
 mainly because 
Hagler  is a left-handed
 
boxer. Hearns has fought 
only two southpaws in his 
career. Hearns 
added  that 
he had
 difficulty with the 
two southpaws
 early but 
knocked 
both
 of them out. 
Prentiss






extremely hard with 
lef-
thanded sparing partners. 
"We started with good 
southpaws,  then used 
better ones." Byrd said. 
"The last two weeks we 
used the best southpaws we 
could get." 
Byrd, who has known
 
















University  Ave 





















 rounds with ten 
southpaws
 everyday. He 
estimated the
 training 
expenses to be 
between 
60,000 and $75,000. 
Hearns 
said  he is in 
pretty good 
condition
 but in 
three or four weeks
 will be 
in top condition. 
A normal 
day  for 
Hearns is 




day starts at 5:30 
a.m, when he does his 
roadwork. After a shower, 
he spars about 10 to 12 
rounds, works out on the 
heavy bag, the speed bag, 
and 
jumps rope. Hems 
admits 
there  is not 
time for 
a social life. 
Hearns  






























































hand  and 
left jab. 













































"We  just 
want  to 
prove 




















 fight, the only 
loss 
of his professional career. 
He 
would like to get 
another shot at Leonard, 
but  could not




 like to 
rematch Leonard in the 
future," Hearns said. 
"Right now there is not talk 
of a rematch. It is very 
quiet." 
When asked if he would 
make a prediciton on the 
Hagler fight, Hearns 
an-
swered, "Can't predict, it's 
just going to be a great 
fight."
 








able to see the fight
 live for 
$15 if ordered 
before  May 1. 
After that 
date,  the fight 
will cost $20. 
MEDICAL
 SCHOOL  OPENINGS
 
Immediate 

























































sexism,  and 










5 10th St San Jose.
 or call (OM 
797 2299 Join 
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18,  p/t, flex hrs. 
Start
 
63.60/hr 11151  
006011! or 964 
2239 
Summer





 15.00 Park Report 
Mission Mtn 







CLERK  AND GUARD 
START $7/HR Train




 1639 E 





 to make 
money working
 part time 
Perfect for 
students.  2nd job. 
homemaker 
















Write  IJC Box 52 CA 

























HtnEc  , 
Soc.










Se 20/hr , after




Pd. Trng Call 727
 $070. 
JOBS IN ALASKA! 
Summer/year  






fisheries. oil industry 












 No 121 P.0 Box 















 painting One or 61101 





































0th St 998 0723 
S LAKE 
























ROOM For RENT Female non 




ROOMMATE WANTED to share 4 
bdrrn house in east Campbell 
w,2 guys and 1 woman  
Under 
$200 






RENT GOOD for typing I 
small
 
business  Across 
SJSU 
Science
 bldg Dependable I non 



















































where are you moving to alter 




school, THETA CHI 
will have rooms available 
SI25/mo call 
Bill  or Rick at 279 
9629 
Fern Nonsmoker









 Female All 
privileges








WEST PARK APARTMENTS One 
two three bedrooms Pool spa 
saunas 
ping  pong 
exere,yr 
room billiard 




Furnished  or 
unfurnished for one person only 
This ad runs all semester 
because
 we almost 
always  
have  
a vacancy 295 7438 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST from Markham Hall 

















birthday  in a 
romantic 
setting 
113inner.  Dancing) Give
 






777 3181 during afternoon,
 I 
miss  you Love,
 Gregory 
Bully 
I can't believe 











 having A 
'Ade but these 
prices 
are  incredible! It's -vich 
steal get dirty mull 
INTERESTED











































ballet, all. ewer( if, tap in 
dividualited 
training Per 
forming PsIpPI.en<,. of feted Ph 
286 6118/994 
7416  
FREE DELIVERY PIZZA PIZZA 
EXPRESS
 
786  7444 serve%
 
SJSU,Downtown area to mid 
night 1 am 
Fri/Sat









Top 40 band 
available  
Ion 
weddings. parties, clubs, etc 
Auditions
 upon request 
Call 






















Calligraphy and weddings our 
specialty Call invitations Ink. 
286 3444 for free estimate 
ATTENTION LADIES!!
 Male 
stripper tor your bachelorette 
party Rick 249 
0344  after 6PM 
TERM 
PAPERS WRITTEN II 
you've
 oot the money, we've
 got 
the time 








 plus free teeth 
cleaning 
to
 qualified candidate 
Dental 












Abortion services Oakland 
Feminist Women's 
Health 
Center  415  444
 5676 or 
Everywoman's 
Clinic  in 
Pleasant Hill 4IS 
823 7900. 
WOMEN! How much do you know 
about birth controll Have you 
ever heard of a Cervical Capl 
Available at 3 Bay
 Area clinics. 
For information call 415 444 5676 
or 415 825 7900 
WEDDINGS 
Marry  legally in your 
home or mine or on location No 
waiting Beautiful
 full service 
$25 
Rev  Wright 733 
4643, days 
or anytime on weekends 
SCIENCE. MAGIC. AND FRAUD 
overlap,  but can 
be 
distinguished KnOwing which 
is 
which and how they are
 
used is a 
living skill Resource Ron 
Robertson is now available by 
appointment
 only for individuals 
Or groups Offices near campus 
GCPRV  2928665 
TRAVEL  
SUMMER  IN PERU Earn
 college
 
credit Visit the 
ArnatOrt.  see an 
Inca
 Festival, art treasures In 
Lima
 and much More Call Dr 
Hamilton. 
Foreign  Lang 277 
7576 
HAIL 
SPARTAN  TRAVELERS! 
Economy 
travel
 to fit your 
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 IBM core selec 
361 
S Monroe St 4 
tHwy
 17 and 
Shin Creek)
 246 0636 or 629 9913 
TYPING BY A 
PROFESSIONAL 
20 
years  experience 
Neal,  de 





Deadlines  guaranteed 
So San 
Jose. Call Kathie 









Quality!  Low Cost! 










ormed  on my 
IBM 
correcting







SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL 
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 of Scott and 
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Classified Desk Located Outside JC2 
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choice  of 
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 of the speakers
 shown
 
above, at the prices shown above 
of ,149 per speaker. 
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MORE
 
If you prefer OTHER BRANDS
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many  
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Sat.Closed
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